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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:      

 

Fast Company Press Releases Strategic Impact to Transform 

Strategic Planning from Dreadful to Vital 

Dr. Carol A. Poore helps executives, strategic planning consultants and emerging 

leaders create and execute a legacy-defining Vital Strategic Plan. 

 

AUSTIN, Texas–Dr. Carol A. Poore modernizes strategic 

planning and offers a dynamic, comprehensive approach 

focused on a life-changing workshop, written plan, tracked 

results and communicated impact. Well-aligned with 

today’s novel economy, Strategic Impact: A Leader’s 

Three-Step Framework for the Customized Vital Strategic 

Plan, presents a trailblazing method for your 

organization’s strategic planning program. 

 

Published by Fast Company Press, Strategic Impact 

provides a reliable, three-step framework, allowing you to: 

• Declutter the typically complicated strategic 
planning process. 

• Deliver a destiny-shaping program in an efficient, 
budget-conscious way—including for mission-
driven small businesses and nonprofits with limited 
resources. 

• Plan and lead a life-changing leadership workshop experience culminating in 
strategic goals. 

• Craft a compelling written strategic plan which can be digitized and 
communicated through social media. 

• Implement an effective tracking and communication system to monitor progress 
and ensure accountability. 

• Engage employees, customers, influencers and key audiences in communicating 
and celebrating your organization’s strategic impact. 

 

Unlike other strategic planning books, Strategic Impact places intense focus on curating 

a vibrant, life-changing strategic planning workshop that strengthens leadership bonds 

and commitment for implementation. The Vital Strategic Plan framework simplifies the 



strategic planning process and ensures a clear, comprehensive and customizable 

approach for you and your leadership team. 

 

Dr. Poore's emphasis on strategic goal implementation will amplify your organization’s 

ability to get it done, fulfill your mission and purpose and achieve strategic impact. 

 

Endorsements: 

 

“Strategic Impact is chock-full of useful tools and tips a leader from any size 

organization can apply to effectively conduct strategic planning. Dr. Poore draws on her 

many years of experience to provide practical tips for preparing for and conducting 

strategic planning sessions—including virtual ones. Her approach brings in the best 

thinking from renowned strategic thinkers and from the fields of appreciative inquiry, 

organizational development and change management. A very useful and practical 

guide.” 

—Jim Stockmal, Association for Strategic Planning past president 

  

“In Strategic Impact, Dr. Carol Poore introduces an innovative strategic planning 

framework that will allow any leader to transform what is often a dreaded obligation (that 

usually turns into lengthy days of discussion, more frustrating than productive) into a 

vital and unifying leadership-team experience crucial to the organization’s long-term 

success.” 

—Sharon Lechter, CGMA, CEO of Pay Your Family First, author of Think and 

Grow Rich for Women, co-author of Rich Dad, Poor Dad, Outwitting the Devil, 

Three Feet from Gold and Success and Something Greater 

 

“Strategic Impact is on the mark. Dr. Carol Poore is knowledgeable about this topic and 

has shared her thoughts as a contributing member of Phoenix Business Journal’s 

Leadership Trust.” 

—Ray Schey, Market President and Publisher, Phoenix Business Journal 
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Carol A. Poore is an entrepreneur and executive business 

leader. She received her Ph.D. in Public Administration, her 

MBA and her Bachelor of Science Degree in Journalism 

and Broadcasting from Arizona State University. Endorsed 

by the Association for Strategic Planning, Carol serves on 

numerous for-profit, nonprofit and higher-education boards. 

 

“I wrote this book after leading many rewarding and 

uniquely challenging strategic planning sessions, realizing 

that the workshop is a vital  first step of a comprehensive 

program that must be custom-crafted and implemented to 

achieve results—or strategic impact.” 

—Carol A. Poore, Ph.D., MBA 

    www.CarolPoore.com 

    Carol@CarolPoore.com 

http://www.carolpoore.com/

